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Earlier this month at the meeting of the International Society of Christian
Apologetics there was a robust discussion of inerrancy and hermeneutics. Those
are scholarly words for the belief that the Bible is without error and needs to be
interpreted according to sound practices of biblical interpretation.
There is a practical aspect of this debate that affects you and the way you read
and interpret the Bible. If you have been a Christian for any length of time, you
have probably had someone ask: Do you take the Bible literally? Before you
answer, I would recommend you ask that person what they mean by literally.
Here is a helpful sentence: “When the literal sense makes good sense, seek no
other sense lest it result in nonsense.” Obviously the context helps in
understanding how to interpret a passage.
After all, the Bible uses various figures of speech. Jesus told parables. Jesus used
metaphors and proclaimed that He is the vine, the door, and the light of the
world. There are types and symbols and allegories. If you are reading a section in
the Bible that describes historical events, you expect the historical record to be
accurate. If you are reading poetic literature like the Psalms, you should not be
surprised that God is described as a shepherd, a sun and a shield.
Here is another helpful sentence: “When the literal sense does not make good
sense, we should seek some other sense lest it lead to nonsense.” We should

reject a literal sense when it contradicts the moral law, physical law, or
supernatural law.
When Jesus says in Matthew 5:30 to cut off your hand, that is not to be taken
literally because if violates moral law. When Jesus talks about those who swallow
a camel in Matthew 23:24, that violates a physical law. When we read in Jonah
3:10 that God repented or changed His mind, we know that violates a
supernatural law, because God does not change His mind (Numbers 23:19).
But in most cases, we are to read the Bible in the literal sense because seeking
some other sense will result in nonsense. That’s just common sense.
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